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opinion definition meaning merriam webster
May 23 2024

the meaning of opinion is a view judgment or appraisal formed in the mind about a particular matter how to use opinion in a sentence synonym discussion of opinion

opinion english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 22 2024

a thought or belief about something or someone what s your opinion about on the matter people tend to have strong opinions on capital punishment he didn t express
give an opinion on the matter who in your opinion who do you think is the best soccer player in the world today

opinion definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 21 2024

an opinion is a belief or judgment that falls short of absolute conviction certainty or positive knowledge it is a conclusion that certain facts ideas etc are probably true or
likely to prove so political opinions an opinion about art in my opinion this is true

opinion definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Feb 20 2024

an opinion is a belief or attitude about something that isn t necessarily based on facts it s your opinion that dogs make better pets than cats but your sister thinks that
cats are superior too bad your parents opinion is that pets are too expensive

opinion wikipedia
Jan 19 2024

an opinion is a judgment viewpoint or statement that is not conclusive rather than facts which are true statements definition a given opinion may deal with subjective
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matters in which there is no conclusive finding or it may deal with facts which are sought to be disputed by the logical fallacy that one is entitled to their opinions

opinion definition meaning britannica dictionary
Dec 18 2023

opinion meaning 1 a belief judgment or way of thinking about something what someone thinks about a particular thing 2 advice from someone with special knowledge
advice from an expert

opinion definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Nov 17 2023

an opinion is a belief or judgment that falls short of absolute conviction certainty or positive knowledge it is a conclusion that certain facts ideas etc are probably true or
likely to prove so political opinions an opinion about art in my opinion this is true sentiment usually pl refers to a rather fixed conviction usually

opinion noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Oct 16 2023

to think that someone or something is good bad etc the boss has a very high opinion of her definition of opinion noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

4 criteria for a good and valid opinion psychology today
Sep 15 2023

a good opinion is one that captures the reality of the subject at hand with the utmost objectivity and to be objective one must also form their opinion without an altered
mood or emotion
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opinion definition meaning yourdictionary
Aug 14 2023

opinion definition a belief not based on absolute certainty or positive knowledge but on what seems true valid or probable to one s own mind judgment an evaluation
impression or estimation of the quality or worth of a person or thing

fact vs opinion simple examples to show the difference
Jul 13 2023

what s the difference between a fact and an opinion some people may think they are quite similar but actually a fact and an opinion are very different ideas keep reading
for fact vs opinion examples that should help you understand which is which

your right to an opinion does not make your opinion valid
Jun 12 2023

in contrast an opinion is a personal expression of a person s feelings or thoughts that may or may not be based in data indeed many of our opinions are based on
emotions

opinion meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
May 11 2023

opinion definition 1 a thought or belief about something or someone 2 the thoughts and beliefs that most people learn more

opinion definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Apr 10 2023

a thought or belief about something or someone what s your opinion about on the matter people tend to have strong opinions on capital punishment he didn t express
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give an opinion on the matter who in your opinion who do you think is the best soccer player in the world today

why opinions can be true or false and why it matters
Mar 09 2023

if something is opinion then it cannot be claimed as right or wrong true or false it is entirely subjective and lacking in factual content

difference between fact and opinion with comparison chart
Feb 08 2023

opinion is an expression of judgment or belief about something fact relies on observation or research while opinion is based on assumption the fact is an objective reality
whereas opinion is a subjective statement

op ed editorial what do all these terms really mean
Jan 07 2023

an op ed short for opposite editorial is an opinionated article submitted to a newspaper for publication they are written by members of the community not newspaper
employees

opinion noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Dec 06 2022

to think that somebody something is good bad etc the boss has a very high opinion of her definition of opinion noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
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what are facts and opinions bbc bitesize
Nov 05 2022

what are opinions your opinion is how you feel other people might think differently they have a different opinion for example having a teenager as prime minister is a
terrible

opinion news or editorial readers often can t tell the
Oct 04 2022

july 15 2020 in print it s fairly clear what s an opinion piece and what s a news article online things aren t so clear confusion fuels readers complaints that opinions
political agendas
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